A320 Passenger to Freighter converted aircraft:
Setting new standards in the single aisle freighter market
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The A320 Family is the most popular aircraft family worldwide, with currently more than
4,200 aircraft delivered and almost 2,300 still on order. As the first of these aircraft are now
20 years old, it is time to enrich this successful family with a new member – the
A320/A321P2F converted freighter by Airbus Freighter Conversion GmbH. Entry into service
and start of serial production will be in 2012, when many of the world’s current single aisle
freighters will be up to 40 years old.
The A320/A321P2F is the first converted aircraft under the Airbus flag, including
comprehensive customer services and fully integrated manuals. As a completely OEM
(original equipment manufacturer) certified conversion, the operator will enjoy full Airbus
support throughout the aircraft’s lifetime – unique in this market sector.
These modern fly-by-wire freighters are aimed at replacing ageing Boeing 727Fs and DC9Fs
currently in service. Thanks to their modern design, the A320/A321P2F will offer better
economics (reduced fuel-burn, lower maintenance costs, lower operating costs) than their
older or direct competitors. Another advantage is their capacity, based on initial design, to
carry containerized and palletized freight in the belly holds, which is a unique feature in this
freighter category, and which offers more loading flexibility for operators. The A320/A321P2F
will also set new standards as the most environmental friendly freighter in his class with
lowest emission and chapter 4 noise compliance.
Payload varies from up to 23t for the A320P2F and up to 28t for the A321P2F, usuable
volume from 5,900 ft³ (A320P2F) to 7,700 ft³ (A321P2F), with a range of up to 2,000nm and
up to 2,100nm respectively. Payload, volume and range make these freighters bridge the
gap between the Boeing 737 and 757, whilst the A320/A321P2F are suitable both for
express and general freight.
In early 2007, the Airbus Freighter Conversion joint venture, headquartered in
Dresden/Germany, has been established between EADS Elbe Flugzeugwerke, Airbus and
the Russian companies UAC and Irkut. All shareholders are also exclusive subcontractors,
contributing to the German and Russian converted aircraft. AFC is the interface to the
customer and responsible for programme coordination, marketing and sales, customer
contracts and the delivery of converted aircraft.
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